PREFACE
Education & Knowledge are often based on the value of same coin, called „intelligence‟.
The society in general and institutions in particular have cognitive notions about
individuals, groups, community and political framework. S C Bhatia ( 2016) wrote “We
have stage of cognitive development that largely reflect in our process of manifestation
around practices of educating society, primary, secondary and other facts of function
formal, informal & non-formal education system addresses the education needs of
individual & groups. Dealing with adult as an existing knowledge base and having
their ability for a collective benefit of the society gave birth to the concept of Adult
Education. Andragogy, Pedagogy & recently introduced gerontology are the pillars for
Lifelong Learning”.
Having „open doors‟ to the world‟s perspective and practices, with a value based notion
of our strength in established frame works the search in DACEE logically challenges the
theories and proposes solutions. We at DACEE don‟t consider that to be the last word
on the subject. We at Lifelong Learning consider individuals as “blackbody” with
individual source of light. Scripted philosophy at the department is not considered as a
last paper but it is proposed so that other books can be written be it critical, correctional
or an extension of the present knowledge based.
Just to mention the chronology of DACEE, the Department of Adult, Continuing
Education & Extension took birth in 1978, out of the acceptance of Extension as the third
important function of institutions of higher education in India, in addition to the earlier
mandated functions of Teaching and Research. The University Grants Commission had,
in 1977, articulated a vision for the development of higher education in India that saw
the universities promote Teaching and Research within the campuses, and, encourage
engagement with the society at large and areas and communities, through their Third
function of Extension, within the jurisdiction of each University and its Colleges in
terms of the challenges faced by the people. The technocratic resources available with
each University – teachers, administrative personnel, and the students – were expected
to be taken to the nearby areas and communities and the latter to be brought in within
the campuses to initiate a process of interaction and university – community interface,
with a view to facilitating mutual understanding and utilization of knowledge and
skills to find, with the people, innovative solutions to challenges faced by the people.
The academic community was expected to initiate an area- and community-based
dialogue with the people in the process of sharing knowledge and skills, imbibe
understanding of people‟s approach to challenges that they faced in day-to-day life, and
work with them towards knowledge- and skill-led participation in the processes of
local, regional and national development. The dialogue needed to be further formalized
in terms of short-term organized learning efforts that supported the emergence of more
informed parents, appreciating their own status as citizens, and skilled workers in their
own domains of work. The outreach that the University resources so developed was

expected to yield significant gains to them as well; these were manifest in more
cooperative ways of working with each other, problem-solving methodologies in
learning, and making the anecdotal base of human experiences as a meaningful content
in learning of various physical and cognitive concepts.
Extension as the third function was globally accepted as the Third Mission in
Institutions of Higher Education in the rest of the world. A new culture of intellectual
social responsibility has been proposed by the United Nations Academic Impact
Initiative (UNAI) for the tertiary education system. Our international collaboration is a
testimony of the fact that the European Commission support to the involvement of
universities with society, as (i) outreach, (ii) engagement training through continuing
education, (iii) transfer of technology and innovation, and (iv)social engagement as the
main objectives.
Dedicating the year to the objective of sustainable development goal (2015-2030)
and aiming at the Literate India, we look forward towards a meaningful utilization
of the publication of the outline and detailed annual report for the year 2015-2016.

Prof. J. P. Dubey
Head of the Department

Sailing Upstream: DACEE
The Department of Adult, Continuing Education and Extension had its beginning as the
Adult and Continuing Education Cell in 1976. It was upgraded in 1982 as the Centre for
Adult, Continuing Education and Extension with the aim of planned involvement of
the university and colleges in community extension activities. The department was
accorded statutory status as a full-fledged department in 1985, under the Faculty of
Social Sciences. The Pioneers in Adult Education and Social Sciences has been
associated with the Department ever since its inception Late Prof. S.C. Bhatia was one
of the founder members and first Head of the Department followed by Prof. N.K.
Chaddha and Prof. Rajesh. In between the department has also been under the shadow
of the Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences for more than two decades offering numerous
courses in Adult Education and Extension services. At present Prof. J.P. Dubey holds
the dual responsibility of Head, DACEE and Dean Faculty of Social Sciences. This is for
the first time the Department has the feather in the cap and Dean ship offers more
strength to the elbow and greater accountability to the Department. The Post M.A.
Diploma in Adult Education (one year) and various other certificate courses has been
the forte of the department. In recent times, it has evolved as an innovative and
dynamic department contributing to the field of academic excellences and community
outreach through its new MA courses and extension program, among others.
The Department introduced the concept of Lifelong Learning and Extension to meet the
variety of educational and skills based needs of youths and community. It therefore
introduced a pioneering Master‟s Degree program on Lifelong Learning and Extension,
commencing from2014. In addition, various short-term courses were launched. Five
short-term courses are being offered since 2013-2014. These are add-on courses that
have been designed for regular university students and other interested people of all
ages. The department mainly focuses on educational interventions in the society to
create awareness and skills building among communities about various social issues
related to their life. The department also provides opportunities to conducting surveys,
data collection and pursue research activities. It also provides policy interventions to
the government of India. The department has brought out reading materials on various
issues, including for neo-literates. The latest initiative is the introduction of the first
university level journal on Lifelong Learning and Extension in India. The
documentation and dissemination of teaching-learning materials has also been one of
the functions of the department.
The Department also remembers Prof. S C Bhatia, who left this materialistic world on
26thNovember 2016. He is a great loss to the entire academic world. The annual report
2016-2017 is dedicated to the services of Prof Bhatia.
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1. INTRODUCTION TO THE DEPARTMENT
The Department of Adult, Continuing Education & Extension had its beginning in the
Adult and Continuing Education Cell in 1979. It became the Centre for Adult,
Continuing Education & Extension in 1982 with the aim of planned involvement of the
University and Colleges in community extension activities. It was accorded the
statutory status as a full-fledged Department of Adult, Continuing Education &
Extension in 1985, under the Faculty of Social Sciences.
While the Department had its beginning in terms of concrete Extension activities
including Literacy and Adult Education since 1977, it went on to expand the scope of
Extension to other concerns including Population Education, Environmental Education,
Legal Literacy, and Science for the Masses. These Extension activities sought active
involvement of both teachers and students from the University and its Colleges on the
one hand, and people in the communities in areas within the jurisdiction of the
University of Delhi. These Extension activities offered opportunities to develop skills in
Adult Education Pedagogy/Andragogy through such areas as Training of Instructors,
Supervisors and Project Officers in the Literacy and Adult Education Programme,
Teachers-in-charge of other Extension activities including Population Education,
Environmental Education, Literacy and Science for the Masses programmes.
The Department simultaneously introduced short-term courses through its Continuing
Education programme, offering to the public at large courses including Public Interest
Litigation, Science and Sports Journalism, Travel and Tourism, and Modern
Mathematics for Parents. Two more courses have been added to this list; these include
courses in Counseling and Guidance, and, Human Rights.
The Teaching-, Training- and Research-components in the Department‟s work grew
with the sanction of the One-year Post-MA in Adult and Continuing Education course
by the University Grants Commission, one among the four Universities in the country.
The Course continued for 30 years after which the Department introduced the MA in
Lifelong Learning & Extension course for the duration of two years (2014-2015). The
M.A. Course is semester based with scope of practicum, Internship and field-work. The
Department also has an M. Phil course from 2014-2015, and a Ph.D. programme.
The Department has submitted a Project Proposal to University Grants Commission for
an Indo- German Partnership in Comparative Adult and Continuing Education and
Extension in continuation of its Memorandum of Understanding between J M
University of Wurzburg and University of Delhi in operation since 2014.
The students are free to apply online throughout the year for Short-Term Courses,
however for admission to other programmes like M A in Lifelong Learning and
Extension and research programmes of M.Phil and Ph.D. students are requested to go
through the University of Delhi admission notification and process.

DACEE: Faculty
Sr. No.

Name

Designation

1

Dr. J.P. Dubey

Head & Dean, Professor

2

Dr. Rajesh

Professor

3

Dr. V.K. Dixit

Professor

4

Dr. Prakash Narayan

Professor

5

Dr. Vandana Sisodia

Assistant Professor

6

Mr. Rahul Yadav

Assistant Professor

DEPARTMENT AT A GLANCE
Teaching
 Research programms at M.Phil & Ph.D.
 M. A. in Lifelong Learning & Extension academic year 2014 onwards.
 Short term certificate courses
Research
Ph. D.
M.Phil. registered for
academic year 2017-2018 .
Publication

Publication of peer reviewed
Journal in the area of Lifelong
Learning and Extension.

International Collaboration
 Martin-Luther University
 University of British Columbia
 University of Wurzburg
 University of Vancouver
-

- Academic exchange

Seminar & Workshops

Extension
 Community participation and intervention
 Digital India & National Skill Development
Programmes for marginalized population

Sustainable Development Goal2015-2030
 Adult & Lifelong Learning
 Focus on Girl Child
 Extension and Community Development.
 Focusing of 5 P’s of SDG
 Ageing and Society
 Women Empowerment
 Management and Service Delivery of Civil Society
Organization

Course (Self-Financing)
 Travel & Tourism ( On Campus and College Based)
 Counseling & Guidance
 Radio Broadcasting

2. COURSES
PhD in Lifelong Learning & Extension: The Doctoral research program is an ongoing
process of searching new knowledge in the field of Lifelong Learning and modifying
the existing ones. DACEE presently focuses on a number of research areas by virtue of
carrying focused research by its fellow researchers. These are about Public Health and Sanitation
 Urban and Rural Community organization
 Women
 Transgender
 SC/ST/OBC,
 Youth and Adolescent
 Elderly People
 Labour and Industry
 Disability
 Environment
 Social Justice
 Street Children and Orphans
 Policy and Administration
The subject of Social Policy in India has evoked the interest of both the Government
of India and scholars working in the area of education. A number of institutions
both within the general and technical/vocational higher education system as well
as service delivery organizations have accepted the responsibility and developed
mechanisms for the benefit of general people of the country. This involves both the
service delivery and academic enrichment. The activities thus planned and
organized are consolidated in the form of an Annual Report to be circulated to a
wider audience for information sharing and documentation for future records and
researches. The report is open for review and feed-back.
The entire research programme tries to address the educational and learning needs with
regard to the social challenges proposed by society and nature. Individuals, groups and
communities are the primary stakeholders that work in close collaboration with the
Department.

PH.D.IN ADULT EDUCATION
Presently, there are Twenty (20) researchers enrolled in the Department. The topics are
varied and covers different corners of education and learning with contemporary
relevance. A summary of the present research is provided below.
S.NO

Name of the
Candidate

Name of the
Supervisor

Topic of the Research

1

Ms. Radhika
Kapur

Prof. J. P.
Dubey

Pedagogy andOrganizational Culture in Nursery
Schools

2

Ms. Rujali
Vats

Prof.V. K.
Dixit

Corporate Social Responsibility and Empowerment
of Women: An Empirical Study

3

Mohd. Aslam

Prof. Rajesh

Social Exclusion and Human Rights of Hijra /
Transgender: Comparative Study of India and
Bangladesh

4

Rashmi Ranjita Prof. Rajesh

Shifting Approaches in Adult Education Polices in
Independent India

5

Nidhi

Prof. Rajesh

Impact of In Service Teachers Training Programmes
on Classroom Teaching Learning Practices in Delhi :
A Critical Study

6

Jai Pratap
Singh

Prof.Rajesh

Education and Skill Enhancement for Street
Children in Delhi: An Exploratory Study

7

Yogesh
Paswan

Prof. J. P.
Dubey

Critically analyze the Role of Media and
Communications
in
Context
to
Village
Development: A Case Study of Bhojpur, Bihar

8

Anu Sindhwani Prof. J. P.
Dubey

Role of Preventive Counselling in Improving the
Efficiency of manpower engaged in Developing
Content for Internet Based Companies located in
Delhi

9

Nisha Shukla

Women’s Empowerment Health and Skill
Development : A Comparative study of Delhi NCR
and Uttar Pradesh

10

Ketaki Saksena Prof. V. K.
Dixit

Prof. V. K.
Dixit

Teacher Education, Identity and Professional Status:
An Exploratory Study of B.Eled teachers in Delhi

S.NO

Name of the
Candidate

Name of the
Supervisor

Topic of the Research

11

Mr. Sunil
Prof.
Kumar Rajpoot V.K.Dixit

Impact Assessment of ICTs Mediated Agricultural
Extension Service in Vindhyan Region of Uttar
Pradesh

12

Mr. Pramod
Kumar

Prof. Rajesh

A Study of Guidance and Counseling to
Undergraduate Students at University of Delhi:
From Employment Exchange to University
Information Centre

13

Mr. Awdesh
Kumar Shah

Prof. J. P.
Dubey

An Evaluative Study of Problems of In-Service
Teacher Education for Secondary School in India

14

Mr. Ashok
Kumar

Prof. V. K.
Dixit

To Study the Guidance and Counseling Services in
Relation to Academic Achievement and
Occupational Aspiration of the Adolescents at
Secondary Level Schools

15

Mr. Santosh
Kumar Kappu
(SC)

Prof. Rajesh

Skill Enhancement of Labor in Unorganized Sector
through Adult Education in National Capital Region
(NCR)

16

Mr. Atul
Gautam

Prof. J. P.
Dubey

A Study of Role of Technology in Education and
Skill Development of Mild and Moderate Mentally
Challenged Adolescents and Adults in Delhi, NCR

17

Neha Kumari

Prof.
V.K.Dixit

A Study of Adoption of Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) among the lower
income group Muslim Minority Girl Students in
Delhi

18

Ms. Ankita
Jethuri

Prof. J. P.
Dubey

Government Schemes for Differently Abled Persons
in Enhancing Skill Employment

19

Mr. Debahash
Buragohain

20

Mr. Robert
Mitchell

Scenario and Scope of Contract Farming in North
East India
Prof. J. P.
Dubey

Transformative Learning in Indian Higher Education

M.PHIL IN LIFELONG LEARNING
To strengthen the research activity and attract the genuinely interested scholars, it
became imperative to start M. Phil programme along with M.A. in Lifelong Learning
and Extension. The 18 months course content will provide familiarity and insight in this
particular area of study along with grounding in research methodology. There are two
compulsory papers, one each in research methodology and advance course in Lifelong
Learning and Extension. Apart from that one optional paper will be opted by the
student according to his/ her interest and orientation. The course is interdisciplinary in
nature . Therefore, the students of any discipline can join M. Phil Programme. There are
presently 20 students enrolled in M.Phil. They are as follows:
S.
Name
No.
1 Priti Yadav
2 Hema Sahu
3 Anju Bala

Topic
A comparative study of perception of skills among Ist Year
and 3rd year college students in Delhi
Challenges of Surrogacy: A social legal study with special
reference to NCT of Delhi
शिक्षा अधिकार अधिनियम 2009 के संिर्भ में अिुसूधित जानत /जिजानत
अशर्र्ावकों

4 Paramjeet Rana

की

जागरूकता

का

अध्ययि

10 Hemant Kumar

Personality traits among govt. senior secondary school
students in relation to gender
A study of educational achievements and barriers of the
students of economically weaker section at elementary stage
under RTE in Delhi
Stress Management of elderly population: A study of senior
citizen recreation center at Wazirabad New Delhi
Newspapers Aur Women ki Chchavi , Hindi Aur English
News papers ka Tulnatamk Adhyan.
A study to know “The level of awareness about LD and
ADHD
among the school teachers”
Newspapers Aur Women ki Chchavi , Hindi Aur English
News papers ka Tulnatamk Adhyan.
Refugee Problem of Indian

11 Arti Soni

Role of Dalit Women in Informal Sector

12 Sonal Singh

Development of Adult Education before independence in
Bihar
A study of socio- Economic condition women construction
workers of Delhi
Political literacy

5 Shiv Kumar
6 Rajkumari
Meena
7 Shweta Kumari
8 Meena Kumari
9 Shweta Seth

13 Rajeev Ranjan
14 Vishal Kumar
Gupta

15 Nandini
Shrivastava
16 Anand Kumar
17 Pratibha
18 Aakash Pandey
19 Ankit Kumar
Singh
20 Jain Bahadur

M.A. IN LIFELONG LEARNING
The University-Grants Commission in its landmark decision in 2007 issued the new guidelines
on Lifelong Learning & Extension (2007-2012) in lieu of Adult, Continuing Education &
Extension in higher education. Lifelong Learning has been considered as an important
milestone of learning society and recognized as an important programme of the Government of
India. The micro analysis of
The UGC Guideline published during the XI Plan specified five selected areas of intervention in
the University-system. The components selected are as follows:
1.
Teaching, Training and Research
2.
Lifelong Learning/Continuing Education
3.
Extension including student Counseling & Career-Guidance
4.
Material Development
5.
Population Education
In response to the call of UGC and considering the international changes in the arena of
educational reform, the Department of Adult, Continuing Education and Extension has come

up with a new MA in Lifelong Learning and Extension form 2016-17 academic year.
This unique course provides opportunities of employability, internship and practicum
to facilitate the learners. The learner-centric course is designed keeping in mind the
international trends of lifelong learning, and how make it suitable for India, considering
its socio-economic situation and diverse needs.

Importance of Lifelong Learning
 Develops skills and competence needed for
contemporary globalizing society.
 Integrates ICT and e-learning opportunities
 Enhances the possibilities of leadership and
entrepreneurships.
 Facilitates interdisciplinary research skills
 Develop competencies in order to mediate between
the education and the needs of the communities.
 Prepares learners to facilitate organisations on the
planning, implementing, evaluating, supervising and
control of training mechanisms


Apply techniques for recognizing diverse learning
needs, prior learning and for identifying the
appropriate and sustained actions which will meet
these needs




Bridge the gap of education and the world of work by
linking industry-department and communities
Focuses on socio-economic development by
empowering target communities

University of Delhi

Department of Adult , Continuing Education &
Extension
ADMISSION NOTICE
Admission for M.A. in Lifelong Learning & Extension
(LLL.) 2016-2017, in The Department of Adult,
Continuing Education & Extension, University of Delhi,
is now open.
For details long on to: http//du.ac.in
PG Admission Portal – Online application
Eligibility
The Student should have passed B.A. / B.Sc. /B.Com
examination of Delhi University with at least 50%
marks or an equivalent examination from a recognized
University of India or foreign University with 55%
marks. The admission for SC/ST and Physically
Handicapped category as per University norms.
Total No. of Seats: 34
Criteria of Admission - Entrance test based on
multiple choice question of 2 hrs duration
For any enquiry contact No.: (011) 27667280,
Email ID: head.dacee@gmail.com
for course details visit: www.dacee.du.ac.in

Prof. J.P. Dubey
Prospects
Head of the Department
 Employability –
o In academic sectors
o In policy making and analyzing organization (public and private)
o As consultants
o In National and International NGOs
o In Skills Development organizations
o In Community Learning Centres
 Research –
o Interdisciplinary
 Community Linkages o Need based assessment and intervention programmes
 Accreditation of Prior Learning

The department has designed the modules based on the international model and
included internship and practicum for imparting necessary hands on skills to its
learners. The department also organized workshops and seminars in the departments

and discussed its possibilities in the colleges of Delhi to sensitize the administration and
students about the new course and its possibilities. The faculties along with guest
faculties are dedicated to make the new Masters course a success. A total of 62 students
have been registered for MA Program in the Department.
Internship and Fieldwork Program
The Department had assigned a comprehensive field work of 15 days to the students on
various already identified areas like personal, school, corporate, clinical, ecological
counseling etc. Students developed small field visit reports according to the area of
their interest and submitted it to the Department. This study was conducted on the
basis of teaching learning process; lectures delivered and practice activities etc. In the
end of the session, Department organized presentation to evaluate the studies of
students in which experts/ teachers were involved. All students presented their studies
through oral and power point presentation. A short discussion also had during the
presentation and expert asked a few questions to students about their field studies.
The number of students attended and completed the internship with their respective
fieldwork organization placement are listed below. The total seats for MA in Life Long
Learning and Extension (34) are filled with young and bright students interested in the course, as
per the UGC guidelines. Admission is done through online admission system of the University
SHORT TERM CERTIFICATE COURSES
There are several short-term courses run by the Department of Adult, Continuing
Education and Extension. Over the years, these courses attracted a number of students
from various disciplines and these courses are one of successful endeavors of the
department in discriminating knowledge and skills, which also fulfills the individual
quest of knowledge.
Currently, the following short-term courses are on offer:





S. No.

Travel & Tourism
Counseling & Guidance
English Language Proficiency Course
Teaching (Colleges)
Radio Broadcasting
Course

Number of Students
Enrolled

1

Counseling & Guidance

61

2

Travel & Tourism

45

3

English Language Proficiency Course (ELPC)

131

4

Radio Broadcasting

39

3. AWARDS & AFFILIATIONS
PhD has been awarded to fellow candidates in the year 2016-2017
S.
No.

Name

Supervisor

Topic

1

Mr. Albert
Abraham

Prof. J. P. Dubey

Performance and Prospects of Electronic Media In the
Continuing Education of the Rural Masses: A Critical
Analysis of Pedagogy in the Indian Context

2

Mr. Maroof
Maqbool

Prof. V. K. Dixit

An Evaluative Study of Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) in
District "Pulwama and and Shopian" in Kashmir

M.A. in Lifelong Learning & Extension 2016-2017
S. No.

Name

Positions

1

Simmi Saini

Delhi University Scholarship/Medal

2

Donika Arora

Jawahar Bhawan Trust Merit cum Mean Scholarship @ 1000/- P.M.

Academic Achievers :
M.A. in Lifelong Learning & Extension 2016-2017
S.
No.

Name

Positions

1

Donika Arora

Ist

2

Anjali Pathak

IInd

3

Shweta Tiwari

IInd

Other than the academic achievements, recognizing the importance of Co-curricular activities, Ms.
Nirmal Kaur and Mr. Kamal Singh Rathore are appointed as ‘Gender Champions’,for their participation in
various programs organized by the department for the year2016-2017.

4. NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION &
EXTENSION
The department truly believes in focusing on National and local issues, but also value
international approaches to plan and design the intervention programs. Both National and
international Agencies and Institution are of equal importance for DACEE.

Networking with National Organizations:
The importance of building up an understanding with respect to the „context of content‟
is reflected in the field work practicum of the Department of Adult Continuing
Education. Paying attention to its extension activities the Department believe in
working in close relationship with the community and the organizations working in
these communities. Over the past many years the Department has built up the
understanding of mutual concerns with NGOs and civil society organizations to facilitate
its students. Practical experience along with academic knowledge is well reflected in its
intervention programs. Students are visiting the following civil society organizations for
internship and concurrent field work programme.
S.No. Organization

Address

1

Agewell

M-8A, Lajpat Nagar-II,New Delhi-110024`

2

Pratham

B 4-58

3

Masoom

Dairy No. 3, Lakhnow Road, Timarpur, Delhi

4

Nirantar

B-64 Second Floor Sarvodya Enclave New Delhi
110017
India

5

Anugrah

B-33, Arya Nagar Apartments, 91, I.P Extension,
Delhi-110092 (India)

6

Samadhan

256, Krishna Vihar, Jakhan, Rajpur Road,
Deharadun -– 2480001

7

Educare

Registered Office: Mohali-Chandigarh (Pb) – 160062
– India Operations Office: P.O. 3, Dharamshala
(H.P.) – 176215 – India Branch Office: P.O. Bikaner

S.No. Organization

Address
(Rajasthan) – 334301 – India

8

Himalayan Institute for
Rural Awakening

Ist Floor, Kandwawal Market, Geeta Nagar,
Haridwar Road, P.O. Virbhadra, Rishikesh-249202

9

National Institute of
Social Defence

Ministry of Social jUsatice & Empowerment, West
Block-1, Wing-7, Gr. Floor, RK Puram New Delhi110066

10

Voluntary Health
Association Of India

B-40, Qutab Institutional Area, South of I.I.T. Delhi ,
New Delhi - 110 016

11

Centre for Social Studies Veer Narmad South Gujarat University Campus,
Udhana Magadalla Road,
Surat - 395 007.
Gujarat, India

12

Gandhi Peace
Foundation

221-23, Deeen Dayal Upadyaya Marg

13

Uday foundation

113A/1, Adchini, Sri Aurobindo Marg, New Delhi
110017 - See more at:
http://www.udayfoundationindia.org/contacus/#sthash.Yn6ryChD.dpuf

14

Helpage

HelpAge India
C-14, Qutab Institutional Area
New Delhi -– 110016

15

Prayas

16

Smile Foudation

V-11, Level - 1, Green Park Extension, New Delhi 110 016

17

The INCLEN Trust
International (INCLEN
Executive Office)

Address : 2nd Floor, F-1/5, Okhla Industrial Area,
Phase-I, New Delhi-110020, India

18

PRERNA SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT &
WELFARE SOCIETY

55 Gautam Nagar New Delhi 10 049 (INDIA)

19

Salaam Baalak Trus

2nd Floor, DDA Community Centre
Gali Chandiwali, Paharganj
New Delhi -– 110055

20

Society for Promotion of
Youth and Masses

SPYM centre, 111/9, Opposite Sector B-4
Vasant Kunj, Delhi – 110070

21

We can change

22

Navjyoti

23

Centre for Social

Director

S.No. Organization

24

Address

Research

Centre for Social Research
2 Nelson Mandela Marg, Vasant Kunj
New Delhi 110 070

RUSA

Mrs Ishita Roy, Director Vivek Nagpal

NETWORKING WITH INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
As part of a constant endeavour to promote mutual understanding and international
scientific research an agreement has been signed between DACEE and Maximillian
University of Wurzburg, Germany. Both the institution working in the field of Adult
Continuing Education felt the need of an International Collaboration to make academic
research and programmes more holistic for the greater wellbeing of humanity. The
programme is been financially supported mutually by DAAD & UGC under which
exchange of academic faculty administrative staff & M.A. students programme was
agreed upon.
Highlights of the programme are:1.
Establishing and organizing coordinated classes.
2.
3.
4.

Exchange of Information and Academic Material.
Conducting Joint Research Project.
Exchange of teaching material and publications

The programme can be extended to further domains on mutually agreed concerns and
funding available.
Extending its vision and need of participatory learning, the Department of Adult
Continuing Education and Extension join hands with Department of Educational
Studies, University of British Columbia. Teaching faculty and students are invited to
visit University of Delhi under exchange program headed by Prof Thomas Sork.
Student program at winter school Wurzburg Germany
A total of 10 young and bright minds were screened and selected. Following is the list of
budding scholars who visited winter school in Wurzburg Germany. Prof V K Dixit has been
the visiting faculty for the program from University of Delhi. List of students participated
under the exchange program from University of Wurzburg and University of Delhi are as
follows:

S.No.
1
2
3

Name of Students
Anil Kumar
Rajneesh Jindal
Jaskirat Arora

4

Nidhi Sharma

5
6

Nirmal Kaur
Donika Arora

7
8

Ashok Kumar
Bharti Meena

9
10

Nidhi
Nitish Anand

M.A.
(Lifelong Learning)

Research Scholars
(M Phil and PhD)

Integrated Program for International Students at University of Delhi
The Autumn School and exchange program was supported by the India visit of Dr.
Egetenmeyer-Neher, Ms. Regina Theresia and Prof. Dr. Sabine Schmidt-lauff.A total of
9international students were screened and selected from B.A.,M.A. and Ph.D programmes
from Wurzburg University Germany. Following is the list of international students who
visited DACEE integrated program by DACEE at Delhi University
S.NO.

Name of Students

1

Ms. Jenny Fehrenbacher

2

Ms. Petra Pflüger

3

Mr. Jan-Philipp Schäfer

4

Ms. Helen Sayegh

Study Course
MA and PhD

Events and Programs
Special Session on Refuge Crises and Nationalism in Germany by Ms. Marie L V
Halem( 19-8-2016)

The world we live in has recently witnessed a grave humanitarian crises when
thousands of
refugees moved from war zones areas of Syria
and other middle east countries to Europe and
other south east Asian regions. Big chunk of it
knocked at the doors of Germany and other
European nations. Extended a feel of Companion
German government opened is door to women and
children seeking refuge at their borders. But groups
within the country has reacted differently reason on
their concerns. The question of ethnicity and
religion over scheduled the very constitutional andfundamental values of human rights.
Underlined the issues related to nationalism and the recent refuge crisis special session
has been organized by the department honoring the present of parliamentarian Ms.
Marie L V Helem. Elaborating the liberal view and the rightwing extremism of
nationalism in Germany the speaker focus upon the government policy and the U. N.
approach to the present refuge crisis in Germany. Indian students and participant
actively engage in the discussion and the issues of repatriation was raised by some of
the scholars. Overall it was enriching session both in understanding the human values
and the role of the state when it comes to dissemination of resources and co-existence
of homogenous society.

Special Lecture on Radio Broadcasting Course by R K Singh ( 19-8-2016)

In the age of communication both audio and visual mediums has a role to play.
Understanding the needs of the present day information technology domain and the
human resourced needed for the sector, The DACEE at D.U. came up with an idea of
Radio Broadcasting course. Students are trained in all streams of professional expertise
desire by the Radio Industry. Be it content writing, Post production programming and
broad casting etc. Mr. R.K. Singh came up with the idea of course curriculum design
along with a team of others professionals. Special session on orientation about Radio
Broadcasting course, Commercial Radio and Community Radio was taken up by Mr.
Singh and Resource persons from the field contributed to the lecture. The major
highlights of the sessionare:


The young minds who once thought Radio = R.I., now have a broad
perspective to Radio that starts from studio maintenance to final broadcast
of Radio. Also, feedback on regular basis by listeners too is an inevitable
operation.



Students were told to practice proper diction and pronunciation, examining
how different styles convey a different feel.



The ability to take interview or organize a talk with eminent personalities
from different fields ranging from Celebrities to government officials.



Students also begin planning radio shows, complete with station events, air
breaks, commercials and music.



A brief knowledge about the cultural, ethical and legal frameworks
relevant to radio practice.
 Write, edit, interview and present for radio news and current affairs
programs.
 Use professional audio recorders, digital editing equipment, microphones
and an on-air studio.
 Report, produce and present live news bulletins.
 Apply teamwork and communication skills to successfully participate in
newsroom practice.

Special lecture on Substance abuse and educational challenges (30-09-2016)
Drug abuse is not new but matter has been getting worse in recent months as a significant chunk of
young generation is being lost to this menace that has literally shattered the physical and mental
health of youth. Venturing into the extension activities special session on substance abuse and
challenges with respect to educational system has been discussed by Mr. Atul Gautam. The Speaker
focussed upon the patterned of addiction and how youth with the institutional services are effected
by it. As Counseling is a part of the curriculum at M.A., M. Phil and Ph. D programmes the speaker
also focus on the therapeutic theories relevant it this regard. Economics of drug abuse was an
important and interesting part of deliver lecture. The speaker underlines the fact that every aspect
of the drug abuse has an element of money that is associated with it. In the absence of a strong
policy and a scientific approach at the end of the government, 5000 plus de-addiction and
rehabilitation center in Punjab, and 200 private centers in Delhi Government Hospitals are unable
to alter the structure and dynamics of drug abuse. Drug addiction is a disease like any other. But
lack of awareness and society’s antipathy to a drug addict aggravates the situation. Psycho-socio traumatic experiences take away all the constructive reason for addict’s existence.
Objective of the lecture was to generate awareness about the manes of substance abuse. It also aimed
atunderstanding the concept and approach of TC model in treatment in cases of substance abuse and
addiction. This also intends to describe detoxification and de-addiction of clients and to underline the
professional limitation and delimitations in the model with respect to its use in community.

Special orientation program (Part I) on Educational exchange program to Wurzburg
University Germany (17-10-2016)

The memorandum of Understanding signed
between Delhi University and its German partner J. M. University, Wurzburg has reached to stage
where common programmes and shared knowledge lead to International prospective about Adult
Education. Under “A new Passage to India”) the partner at JM University of Wurzburg had prioritized
the scope of comparative studies, at India we propose to focus on University Extension which was
visualized to create an University Community interface and generate insighti in order to influence
the curricular re-structuring and changes. A common concern of both the universities are
centralizing towards the grounding of comparative studies in lifelong learning and extension with
collaborator exchange and research programme. Orientation of the students was necessary before
they reached to a platform where International ideas dominate the individual notion. A Special
session by the faculty members and German resource person also focus upon the do’s and dont’s of
the winter school. As the present collaboration has resulted in single motilities of master and
doctoral students as well as faculty members and has been mutually beneficial to both the
institutions. It is essential to further create a scope of mobility and joint research on
professionalization in adult education and extension in the respective countries and pave the path
for further enrichment of the discipline.

Basic concepts: "Politics, Policies, Strategies in Adult Continuing Education & Extension India
perspective









Social& Development Policy
Indian culture and Learning traditions
Introduction into comparative studies in adult education & Extension
Introduction into research-oriented comparative group work
Comparative group work: student presentations
Comparative group work: testing of comparative categories
Comparative group work: interpretation and comparison
Open Space presentation of comparisons and interpretations






Models, Methods and Role Play
Preparation of field exploration
Field visits and explorations, e.g. Gram Niyojan Kendra, National Literacy Mission
Authority, State Resource Center, Helpage India, Adent, CII/FICCI.
Reflection and analysis of field exploration

Special orientation program (Part II) on Educational exchange program to Wurzburg
University Germany (19-10-2016)

A selection process was initiated by the department and the visiting faculty froorm
Germany that includedsDr. Egetenmeyer-Neher, Ms. Regina Theresia and Prof. Dr. Sabine
Schmidt-lauff. The Orientation session took a lead from the previous one held on 17-102016. The detailed academic guideline, aims and objective of the winter school expected
participation from the visitor scholars and students along with expected outcomes was
discussed at length. As the summer and winter schools are targeting on Master and PhDstudents of the study programmes of both universities for getting and are focusing on the
research expertise and teaching emphasis of both universities, Students were oriented within the
domain of academic expertise. In all summer and winter schools visiting students are studying
together with local students. During the Wurzburg Winter School even students from other

European Universities are involved. The Autumn/Summer Schools have the following structure:
(1) Announcement and invitation (2) Selection (3) Local Preparation; (4) Conduct of
International school (5) Assessment and Recognition. (6) Multiplication to non-mobile students
at home university.

Two Day National Seminar “ Education Policy Strategies and Adult Education: A
comparative Analysis of Europe and India” ( 21 to 22 Oct 2016)

The Department organized a National Seminar on “ Education Policy Strategies and Adult
Education: A comparative Analysis of Europe and India as part of its continuous effort to
strengthen the teaching learning programme along with its outreach and extension programme. This is
also intended to associate the students and the faculties of the Department with the focused
programme of the Government of India both for knowledge as well as employment opportunities
The seminar was inaugurated by the Chief Guest Prof IM Kapahi, Member University Grants Commission and
the lighting of the lamp was done in the kind presence of Dean, faculty of Social Sciences, and other

eminent members. the Key note addressed was given by Dr. Sheshu Kumar, DG NLMA, Government of
India.The two visiting Professors in Adult Education in Germany offer the Department an excellent
opportunity to develop and understanding of formulation of educational policies in Europe and India.
Each nation keeps in view the chief task of assuring its citizens to be part of the written culture through
acquisition of literacy and skills in reading and writing. Each nation also seeks to fulfill its duty towards
its citizens to give them social and technical skills to enhance their employability for the development of
various sectors of life. In the accomplishment of these tasks each nation evolves a set of strategies for
developing its educational policy in general and sector specific educational policies in particular.

The NLMA has offered some good learning in regard to status of Literacy and Adult Education in India
with a liberal dose of global perspectives and the comparison with the Chinese situation. What was
worrisome in the discussion was Prof. J.B. Tilak's analysis about budget allocations and actual
expenditure on Literacy and Adult Education. The fact that the Central Government is permitting such a
miniscule amount of expenditure on the subject reveals that the subject does not attract high priority
both within the Department of School Education and Literacy in the MHRD and with the Finance

Ministry. Prof. Tilak's analysis that the Department had not demonstrated its inherent capacity to spend
money seemed somewhat arbitrary since no Department in the Government would leave itself to be
deprecated about their capacity to mount a programme. It is the larger political system that sends
signals to slow down a particular development sector.
There is need to start a debate within the Universities on why the drafting committee for the
Constitution of India did not choose to include in the Directive Principles of State Policy the need for
universal literacy alongside 8 years of schooling for all children. Dr. Ambedkar also emphasized the need
to invest in Primary Education as the first stage that went on to extend resources right up to higher
education for the Dalit community; he did not specifically touch upon the issue of adult literacy though
he believed in the concept of sustainable literacy:

“Participating in the Bombay Presidency Council discussion on educational matters, Ambedkar
suggested allocation of enhanced resources on education commensurate with the increase in the
number of pupils and their educational requirements. He demanded the government to set aside
a large proportion of the excise revenue collected from the people for primary education. The
object of primary education, he believed, should be to “make children literate and enable them
to continue to be literate through the rest of their life”.

Another explanation that could be offered on behalf of the then existing political climate at the time of
drafting the Constitution is seen in the principle of adult suffrage. The political elite did not want to be
imbued with Mahatma Gandhi's notion of illiteracy being the sin and shame of the country; it wanted to
support a view that all adults, with a right to vote and thus determine the credibility of the political
class, were "educated" without having to associate "illiteracy" with them. The Chinese were far more
practical in acknowledging the problem and inserted, in their Constitution of 1949, the need for
universal literacy along with nine years of schooling.

There is thus a possible gap between the structural classification of illiteracy or literacy for all adults with
Primary Education for all children and political perception; the bureaucracy as also the Policy Makers in
the area of Education, have followed the structural approach to literacy as a tool to facilitate entry into
written culture that was at that time an important component of a learning society. Awareness of the
capacity of the electronic age and its digital dividend was not perceived at that time. The political elites
favoured the understanding that the enlightened Indian voter had the benefit of learning through oral
culture or oracy. Our educationists thought that the written word would remain the primary source of
access to development information; the political perception in this regard was far ahead of the
educationists, partly out of a charitable view of the adult illiterates and partly out of the recognition of
the inherent strength of the oral culture that had played a prominent role in the freedom struggle.
We would need to encourage a comparative study of the Indian and the Chinese and the European
Constitutions and the place of adult literacy in the three. We would also need to encourage the study of
advances in electronic and digital technologies and their impact on the possibility of learning without
literacy. The two should help us to consider whether in place of "eradication of illiteracy", out structural
emphasis should have been on the subject of "development awareness" as part of the Human Resource
Development portfolio, assuming that all adults were "educated" and that "literacy" would be one of
the strategies to enhance such development awareness.
The other issue that we need to encourage in the debate in the universities relates to institutional
structures; it appears to me that there is merit in envisaging the model of institutional structures for
development awareness from the level of a tribal cluster, village and an urban slum. Will people benefit
from an institutional structure at those levels from development awareness about the challenges in
their daily life, illiteracy being one of those challenges, though not necessarily a primary challenge.

Significance of the topic:
There is a possibility of developing an understanding of the gaps between the structural classification of
illiteracy or literacy for all adults with Primary Education for all children and political perception and also
reconsider the structural approach to literacy as only tool to facilitate entry into written culture that was
at that time an important component of a learning society. The seminar also intends to make use of
experiences of other countries using electronic age and its digital dividend for the achieving the goal of

human development. We would need to encourage a comparative study of the Indian and the Chinese
and the European Constitutions and the place of adult literacy in the three. We would also need to
encourage the study of advances in electronic and digital technologies and their impact on the
possibility of learning without literacy. The two should help us to consider whether in place of
"eradication of illiteracy", out structural emphasis should have been on the subject of "development
awareness" as part of the Human Resource Development portfolio, assuming that all adults were
"educated" and that "literacy" would be one of the strategies to enhance such development awareness.

Meeting with All India Senior Citizen Confederation ( 7-11-2016) By S C Bhatia
India is a young nation that lived with it cultural values. Despite the facts that family structure be it
nuclear joint or extended has always deliver its responsibility towards elderly population. Understanding
the importance of geriatric care an gerontology. The Department organized the seminar with All Indian
Senior Citizen Confederation under the leadership of prof. S. C. Bhatia. He was Advisor to the All India
Senior Citizens‟ Confederation from 2008 to 2010. He is currently its Senior Vice President. The aim of the
forum was to underline the need of elderly population in India and the present day challenges faced by
both elderly and significant others. The session was attended by

1 Mr. S.P. Karkara
2 Mr. Balbir Singh
3 Mr. Bhawar Seth
4 Mr. Vijay Veshvikar
5 Mr. Vithal Bahi Prajapati
6 Mr. V. V. Aundhe
7 Mr. Arvind Jain
8 Mr. K.K. Birla
9 Mr. Jugal Kishore Sahoo
10Mr. C. H. Venkatarao

Celebration of Constitution Day (26-11-2016)

The Constitution Day in India, also known as Samvidhan Divas, is celebrated
on 26th of November every year to spread the importance of the constitution and
thoughts and ideas of Dr. Bhimrao Ramji Ambedkar. On this day in 1949, the
Constituent Assembly of India adopted the Constitution of India, which went into
effect on 26 January 1950.The Government of India declared 26 November as
Constitution Day in honour of Dr.B.R. Ambedkar who is known as the Father
of Constitution of India. The constitution of India is very unique all over the
world and has taken around 2 years, 11 months and 17 days to pass by the
Constituent Assembly.

ira noipnD qdD eoinD iqpnepoepdD eo aneqpD apeD
D rnpdeqp iiie anieD nxi Constitution Day on
SaturdaynxD2qpioei D6 h262D, as it was on this day
in 1949, the Constituent Assembly adopted the
Constitution. The programme was organized in two
parts: One - a Professor from the University of
Delhi reported the a detailed conditions which led to
the incorporation of Fundamental Duties in our
Constitution and second all participants were
administered an oath to adhere to the principles of
Fundamental Duties.
All the faculty members: (. qdJD .J.JD oeisHeadand
a oinsD qdD rq eaiD r eip ide . qdJD caSidx . qdJD iapD D
D nJyJD eren D. qdJD. a adxD2a asapMr.D caxoiDlaeipD
and DrnapeapaDredqeeaDapeD around 35dnoeipndDqdDnxiDD
eira noipn took part in the pledge and interaction. The
cD xeidD dria i D qadD . qdJD rapdenD yJD cadek.qiene ai
q eepanieD esD nxiD-nxiD r qd aooiD qadD qD apeD kd eip i
J. qdJD. a adxD2a asap
D . qdJDrapdenDyJDcaderxiDdria i recalled the contrition
D qdD JD eJcJD oeie i D epD nxiD oa epdour g ianD
D J qpdnenoneqpTen DopeaoipnaiD
oneidD qi iD
ep qrro anieD esD 6peD oipeoipn in our constitution
and iiipipth qpdnenoneqpaiD eonsD qadD ep qD rroD anieD ep

the Jsia D6 6DesD 2nxDaoipeoipnDa n The interaction was followed by txiDqanxD
qenxD aiiD nxiD da oinsD oioei d D rnoeipnd D pqpnia xepdD dnadddD qdD nxiD ira noipnD nqD
JdqiiqqDnxiDopeaoipnaiD oneid
Remembering Prof. S.C. Bhatia (28-11-2016)

Sugan Bhatia, born on June 15, 1943, completed his Bachelor‟s degree (1963), Bachelor of Education
degree (1964), Master‟s degree in English (1967) and two years of studies in Linguistics (1968-70) from the
University of Delhi. He joined the University of Texas at Austin in 1970 on a Fulbright scholarship and
went on to complete his Ph. D. from that University (1972).
He taught as a trained graduate teacher (1964-1967) in two Senior Secondary schools in Delhi. He taught
as an Assistant Lecturer in English (1967-1969) and as Lecturer in English (1970-72) as Selection Grade
Lecturer in English (1972-1979) in a college in the University of Delhi. He joined the Adult and
Continuing Education Cell, University of Delhi as its Coordinator (1979-1982), went on to become its
Director (1982), and was appointed as Director-Professor in 1984. He retired from that position in June,
2005 after completing 38 years of service in the University of Delhi and one of its Colleges.
During his teaching period of 41 years (including School, College and University), he has been Radio
Broadcaster with the All India Radio English Programmes, Concept Development Specialist for films on
social development, Consultant for English Language Teaching Programmes, Trainer with the
University-based Academic Staff Colleges, Administrative Staff College of India, National Institute of

Public Cooperatiion and Child Development, and, several national and international NGOs. He was one
of the Consultants that prepared the feasibility report for a National Open School. He has been one of the
Expert Members on Continuing Education and National Development at the University of Kuwait. He
continues to be associated with the Quality Assurance Certification Processes as one of the Expert
members in the field of Education and Training.
He was General Secretary of the Indian University Association for Continuing Education from 1979 till
about 2000, after which he became its Vice-President (2000-2006). He is currently the President of the
Indian University Association for Continuing Education since February 2006. He was Advisor to the All
India Senior Citizens‟ Confederation from 2008 to 2010. He is currently its Senior Vice President.

He was one of the members of the various Committees of the University Grants Commission that helped
set up more than 100 Departments of Adult, Continuing Education and Extension in Universities in India.
He was again one of the members that introduced Population Education in Higher Education and Legal
Literacy in Higher Education.
He has written reports on such varied subjects as Suicides by Farmers in Andhra Pradesh, Commercial
Sexual Exploitation of Children in India, Elementary Education in Ladakh, Partnership for Health
Development, Group Micro-enterprises in West Bengal and Bihar, Best Practices in Social Intervention in
the North-eastern region in India, Environmental Improvement in Rainfed Areas, and, Ageing in the
SAARC Region. For the last more than 11 years, the focus of his work has been in the area of senior
citizens' welfare and development; in that field he has pioneered the area of federal social policies for
various states in India.

He has directed projects on Gender Mainstreaming in Health, Youth Mobilization in support of Universal
Immunization in India, Population Education among College/University youth, and National and State
level Policies for Senior Citizens in India.

He has undertaken several evaluation studies including Technology Integration in Elder Helplines in
India, Technology Integration in Old Age Homes in India, School Education in Ladakh, Coaching and
Allied Schemes for the SC/ST youth, Nehru Yuvak Kendra Sangathana, Population Education in Higher
Education in India, and, Micro-enterprises by the Poor in West Bengal and Bihar.
His current specialization includes Social Policy Development, Adult and Continuing Education,
Promotion of Inclusion in Higher Education, Gender Mainstreaming in Development, vocational
Education and Skill Development for the Weaker Sections and for College Youth, and, Challenges faced
by Senior Citizens in India.
He has written 23 books, edited 18 books, and edited with others 7 books. He has also produced 12
Audio-Visual programmes for Doordarshan. He continues to remain neurologically active even with
some physiological failings.

DIGITAL PAYMENT LITERACY & CYBER SECURITY
In accordance with the decision of Neeti Auyog an awareness Programme on "Digital payment
literacy”, was organised by the Department of Adult Continuing Education & Extension,
University of Delhi on 2nd January 2017, where the chief speaker was a Cyber expert Mr. Vinod
Kumar (Manager & Solution Consultant) Dell
international service, in the presence of Head of
Department Prof. J.P. Dubey, Prof. Rajesh, Prof. V.K.
Dixit , Assistant Prof. Vandana Sisodia, and Rahul
Yadav

and students of MA, M.Phil & Ph.D and

students from Travel & Tourism. Mr. Vinod Kumar
delivered his presentation on “Go Cashless” &
“Cyber Security” key points of the presentation were Digital Payment / Financial Literacy meanings
for the economy and marching towards a cashless economy in India.
 Advantage of going cashless for Indian, with special emphasis on Common man and
Vendors.
 Three method of going cashless i.e. Computer , Card and Mobile , where the use of IMPS
facility for Immediate Payment and use of IFSC for bank to bank transfer is vital for
digital payment system.
 70 Crore Debit Cards and Credit Cards are in operation in India
 Safety and security of the use of it through
knowledge and use.
 Care of OTP number , CVV number of Debit card
and Credit card.
 Use of “Mobile Wallet” and mobile banking, where
the limit of mobile wallet very for Consumer and
Merchant i.e. Rest. 20000 & Rs.50000.
 Mobile banking without internet is also possible by
dialing *99#, which is single number for all bank.
 Speed of use for all customers by giving Mpin for transaction verification.

 Use of VPI in Mobile banking system.
 Guidelines for protection of various passwords which is used in cashless payment system.
 Private wallet use like Paytm, Freerecharge etc, and said that these company lend their
money to the RBI for the security of Wallet system.
 Use of QR code for safe transaction from private wallet.
 Change of password/pin at regular interval, No to email and phone related to your
password and PINs.
 Avoid use of other PC for transaction.
 For cyber security there is threat of Virus, spyware like wise.
 Later on they profess the use of Banking app for safe transaction
 In the last he motivated to all audience for the use of cash less system for safe and
vibrant Indian economy because this will reduce the cost and wastage of currency.
 All participants were asked to volunteer/ change agent of this revolutionary idea and
practice.

Special lecture on Sustainable Development by Mr Gunjan Kumar(22-2-2016)

Earth has a capacity to fulfill the
needs of entire human race, But mother nature circum to the greed of human beings,
development has a own price to pay when it comes to natural resorces and it is impact
on climate change. Understanding the need of sustainable developments and it is
changes dynamaics in post industrial and liberalition era. the United Naitoan and its
associated partners has agreed upon the fact: sustainable Development should be
redefined and its impact his to be evaluated for the generation to come. the Department
invited Mr. Gunjan Kumar to deliver a lecture on sustainable development in view of
sustainable development goal 2030. the Speaker made a detailed discussion on 5 P’s
of U.N. Charter. The recent flood in Chennai. the rage of river at Kedarnath and the
climate change conference in France were juxtaposed to have a better understanding
aboutl the roles and responsibilities of develop and developing nations.

A special lecture by Sopan Joshi on “Jal Thal Mal” (1-3-2017)

Sopan Joshi’s “Jal Thal Mal” is a book in Hindi about the invisible
connections that sustain us in our life on the planet. It shows how sanitation is

not just a matter of public health but is linked to the water pollution and to the
fertility of our soils. It tells us how we continuously ignore the triangular link
of our excreta with our water and land.

The book has an epic scale. It begins with the birth of life on Earth and goes
on to the extinction of species. From microbes to blue whales. Author stated
“During my work as a journalist, I kept running into material that could not
be accommodated in the reports I wrote. The material kept accumulating over
the years. That’s the trouble with researching and writing on current affairs:
you can only use material that has an immediate appeal and fits into a limited
context. Books, however, have a longer life. You can broaden the context in a
book. I was irked that most talk of science and environment exists in the lingo
of specialists – and only in English”. So when ordinary people asked him
questions about sanitation, about water pollution and agriculture, he found
himself at a loss.
The author cited bright examples of sensible sanitation in several parts of our
country. Kolkata has the world’s most unique system of handling sewage.

Ordinary fishermen folk grow fish from the nutrients present in waste water
of city’s sewage, and provide food security to the city. In Bengaluru,
Arghyam, a non-profit organisation has been organising and supporting
numerous efforts, from research and training, to the advocacy in this field. In
Tamil Nadu, M. Spuraman of a non-profit called SCOPE, has built hundreds
of urine-diverting dry toilets, which return soil nutrients back to the soil, and
provide sanitation that is not wasteful of water. CDD of Bengaluru has
collaborated on scores of projects in several parts of the country to install
small-scale sewage treatment systems, which do not require electricity or
heavy investments. These are inspiring examples, but they are not models for
others to follow. Sanitation is an idea, a value system, which we must adapt to
varied local conditions. It is not a pre-fabricated structure for copy and paste.
Despite all this, expecting empowered, educated citizens in the cities to do
something about the environment relies on the ethical burden which is not
visible.They can flush and forget. Besides, there is a limit to making this
consuming class feel guilty about what they are doing and then try to inspire
them to do what is right.
On the other hand, people who depend directly on their environment,
establish a more authentic relation to their environment without a sense of
compulsion or burden. In our talk of sanitation, perhaps, we can use a little
less image building and a little more commitment to the truth.

Special lecture on self-realization of Biopsychology( 28-3-2017)

We usually identify our existence with our position in society, our friends and family, the needs
and desires of our body, and the emotional and intellectual expressions of our mind. But we
rarely take the time to contemplate the real nature of our existence; to ask the question, “Who
am I?” The youth find themselves misplaced and stress when it comes to self-realization. The
concept of Biopsychology is a metaphor that was preached by Aychrya Shambhu Shivanand.
The journey of life and social relation with the world was the main point of discussion. The
enlighten being with an academic line was the point of interest for the participant. The
discourse was of the view that we all have the feeling of existence; of “I exist”. That “I am”
feeling dictates our thoughts, our memories, our feelings and our actions. It defines who we
are as individuals. It is our identity of our mind with our body and with the world around us.

The realm of self-realization has hardly been understood due to our inability to properly grasp the
intricacies of the various dimensions of self that we are realizing. Without illuminating this
subject with understanding, seekers on the path to the promised land of self-realization are bound
to remain as confused as they always were. It is of the essence that we bring a deeper level of
insight into our perception of the subtle dimensions of that very self that we aspire to realize.

The speaker argued that If we take the time and the effort to look deeper into our “I am” feeling
we would find a deeper sense of being: a deeper “self”. The realization of that experience is
not merely one of “I am”, but the more profound experience of “I know that I am”. That “I” of “I
know” is the essence of our existence: pure consciousness. And the realization of that
consciousness – our inner self – is called self-realization.
Existence is rich and we must avoid the error of making things unreasonably simple, for they are
not. Many teachers have over-simplified the nature of the spiritual path in order to reach out to the
low consciousness of the masses. As a result, they have degraded the meaning of the teaching of
self-realization, often to the level of absurdity. The spiritual path is deep, hard and already
exceedingly difficult to comprehend for the earthly mind. This has to be accepted, for to

propagate it as something naively simple and shallow will render its goals entirely unattainable.
Having the correct vision of our spiritual evolution is the first and most important step on the ten
thousand mile inner journey. If you want to embark on that journey, know that there is no shortcut
– this will be the work of your entire lifetime.
It is impossible to understand the nature of the path without having the concept of the three
dimensions of self-realization. It is like building a house: one needs to have a sense of its
architecture, otherwise the roof will collapse. The three dimensions of self-realization represent
the perfect, mutually dependent structure of our complete self. Self-realization is a state of
wholeness that manifests through the awakening of the three levels of our existence: personal,
individual and universal. To arrive at completion, we must realize our true self on those three
levels. If one is missing, as usually happens, the others remain incomplete or even fal l apart.
The universal dimension of self-realization refers to arriving at the state of unity with the beyond
– transcendence, merging with the source of existence. The individual dimension of selfrealization refers to the awakening of our higher individuality, our soul. The personal dimension
of self-realization refers to our awakening on the level of me: self-realizing me, arriving at the
state of pure subjectivity within the consciousness of me only. We have described here a model of
self-realization that begins from the universal and descends into the personal, but our evolution
actually ascends from the personal to the universal, while individual self-realization is bridging
the two in both directions.
These three aspects of our evolution are absolutely interdependent and mutually supportive. For
instance, our me can reach a limited level of evolution within itself alone, but only when it is
linked to the soul, and through the soul to the universal self, can it awaken fully to its own
subjectivity. Similarly, our soul can only awaken when our me has awakened to itself first. The
soul then needs to arrive at universal self-realization prior to fully actualize her own light. Finally,
to arrive at universal self-realization, we must have the foundation of both personal and individual
self-realization. Many traditions or paths rush to universal self-realization without establishing the
base of personal and individual self-realization.

A total of 10 students has been awarded DAAD fellowship to visit the Winter school in Germany held at
6th February 2017 to 17th February 2017 at Wurzburg University, Germany. Prof V K Dixit was the
visiting faculty for the Winter School 2017.
1. Mr Ashok Kumar (PhD Scholar)

6. Donika Arora (MA Part-II)

2. Ms Bharti Meena (M Phil Scholar)

7. Jaskirat Kaur (MA Part-I)

3. Ms Nidhi (PhD Scholar)

8. Nidhi Sharma (MA Part-I)

4. Mr Nitish Anand (PhD Scholar)

9. Nirmal Kaur (MA Part-I)

5. Anil Kumar (MA Part-I)

10. Rajneesh Jindal(MA Part-I)

DACEE: FACULTY & STAFF
Recognition of learning needs of a young nation like India both in the academic and
skill development domains, the Department has strength of professional teaching and
training staff. It offers new routes to qualifications for adults, taps unrecognized talent,
motivates for resuming formal studies and critical assessment which is a good start to
national curriculum.

DACEE : Visiting Scholars/Guest Faculty
Sr. No.

Name

1

Prof. S.C. Bhatia

2

Dr. V Mohan Kumar

3

Prof. R. C. Sharma

4

Prof. Thomas Sork

5

Ms. Marie L. V Halem

6

Prof. P.C. Joshi

7

Acharya Shmbhu Shivanand

8

Dr Rajvir Sharma

9

Mr Sopan Joshi0

10

Mr. Atul Gautam

11

Prof. Regina Egentmyer

12

Prof. Sabine Schmidt

20

Dr. N.K. Kakkar

21

Dr. Sheshu Kumar

Administrative Staff:
Sr. No.

Name

Designation

1

Mr. Sunil Dutt Bhardwaj

Assistant

2

Mr. Vijay Singh

Jr. Assistant

3

Mr. Vicky

Jr. Assistant

4

Ms. Mamta

Jr. Assistant

5

Mr. Jagmohan

MTS

6

Mr. Amit Kumar

MTS

7

MS. Rani

S.K.
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